Glide and Switch: Switch
Between Computer
Systems Simply by
Moving Your Mouse

The idea of Glide and Switch – switching
between computers by moving your mouse
cursor from one screen to another – is as old as
the existence of more than one monitor on the
desktop. While computer systems supporting
more than one graphics card are becoming a
standard today, it has been common to use
more than one PC at a single user workplace for
quite some time. This white paper will explain
the history of Glide and Switch, detail how the
technology works and introduce products that
support it.

History

To understand the technical implementation of Glide and
Switch, it is necessary to take a look back in time. Before the
omnipresence of PCs in the office, there were IBM terminals
connected to a host-like IBM AS/400 or ES/9000 on the desks
in the office. These terminals were used to write letters, enter
orders, execute accounting, manage the warehouse and more.
The internet, email and fax were not yet state of the art.
Gradually, PCs and 5250 or 3270 cards with matching
emulation software replaced the rather expensive terminals.
Several sessions were displayed side by side through the
emulator which made the system more flexible. Later, operating
systems for servers - such as Novell - also allowed facsimile
communication from the desk.
With the rise of the internet as a communication and
information system, PC gradually became more useful and
productive. Initially, only a few employees had personal
internet access because there was typically only a single PC
in the office with an analog modem connection and thirdparty access software. Surprisingly, one dedicated PC with
internet access in the office was the norm for a long time.
Order processing and other services were limited to the
Novell network. However, at that time, desktop users became
accustomed to working with two monitors, two keyboards and
two mice.
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The history of Glide and Switch started with a software
package called “Synchrony.” Synchrony was installed on two
PCs that were connected via an RS-232 link. If the mouse
cursor was moved from the edge of one PC’s screen to the
second virtually connected PC’s screen, Synchrony transmitted
the keyboard and mouse commands via RS-232 to the other
PC. One set of keyboard and mouse could now be removed
from the desktop, but this came with a major disadvantage: If
the master Synchrony PC failed, the control of both PCs was
lost. Synchrony received updates to fix this issue. Later versions
synchronized PCs via network or IP, which allowed users to
control more than two PCs with one keyboard and mouse set.
Alternatively, a KVM switch could be controlled via RS-232 to
execute a hardware-based switching of keyboard and mouse
signals. But third-party software was still necessary, which lead
to the disapproval of many users and administrators.
Due to the increasing amount of different operating system
environments, Synchrony lost its relevance. Technology with
hardware-only control and switching was needed to support the
current workplace.
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The Technology Today

Today’s PCs work with USB keyboard and mouse connections
because they allow fast communication between multiple
devices. USB keyboards and mice belong to the group of
USB HIDs (human interface devices). USB HID devices are
an essential component of Glide and Switch. More complex
input devices require special drivers that use different
communication protocols. For example, keyboard and mouse
sets with wireless dongles can often only connect to the USB
ports of KVM switches and extenders if a special driver is
installed. In addition, avoid the use of any USB/PS2 or PS2/USB
adapters to ensure proper operation.
To provide switching functionality between multiple computer
systems, a KVM switch is connected between the PCs and
the keyboard and mouse set via USB. Glide and Switch scans
and analyzes the USB communication of the connected
keyboard and mouse ports. The standard switching of the
channels should work automatically and intuitively through the
USB communication of the mouse. The mouse cursor has a
relative and an absolute position. Scanning the relative cursor
position means analyzing the movement of the mouse. The
absolute mouse position indicates the cursor’s coordinates on
the screen. KVM switches with Glide and Switch functionality
analyze the absolute mouse position.
The KVM switch requires specific system information to
support Glide and Switch. The most important information is
the number of monitors and their relative position to each other.
There is no need to install the Glide and Switch configuration
software on each PC connected to the switching system.
Usually, this software runs on a separate administration laptop
where the setup can be created and tested on the operating
environment. The configuration can then be uploaded to the
KVM switch via the RS-232 management port.
For simple Glide and Switch applications – connecting PCs that
only support one graphics card and video port (“single head”) –
there is no need to install additional software or drivers on the
PCs.

Freedom II Glide and Switch application
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How Glide and Switch Works

When moving your mouse cursor from one screen to the bezel
of another, the KVM switch learns through the USB mouse
communication that the cursor has reached position “0 (zero)”
on the x-axis. This parameter lets the KVM switch change
the USB channels to give the user control over the new target
computer. The active USB mouse channel then supplies the
absolute cursor coordinates to the KVM switch. This parameter
is always greater than zero. This process recurs whenever
the mouse cursor moves over to a neighboring screen. If the
mouse cursor moves beyond the edge monitors, the KVM
switches will not initiate any switching activities and the last
selected channel remains active.
When moving the mouse cursor over the monitor bezels, the
KVM switch will “fade-out” the cursor for a short time to give
the impression that the cursor actually transmits to the new
screen and the next computer system.

Glide and Switch for Multi-Head Graphics
Cards

Implementing Glide and Switch is more complex if the
connected PCs operate with more than one video port. A
typical example would be two dual-head computers that each
connect to two monitors. In this scenario, the primary system
determinants are the characteristics of the installed graphics
card (manufacturer, model and type). Glide and Switch only
works with certain Nvidia and AMD graphics cards without
separate multi-monitor drivers. In some instances, drivers have
to be installed to support Intel or Matrox graphics cards.
In single-head applications, the USB channels switch when the
mouse moves to another screen. In dual-head applications,
each computer is connected to two or more monitors. Because
of this setup, switching the USB channels does not depend
on the mouse position on the target screen. Instead, the KVM
switch must identify if the target monitor belongs to another
PC connection and will only switch channels if the source PC
changes.
With the special multi-monitor driver, the KVM switch can
identify where the cursor is located, which screen it is on and
to which PC it is connected. Otherwise, when moving between
screens, the mouse position is reported as 0/0 in the USB
communication, regardless of whether the cursor is top left
on the first or second screen. Currently, only Nvidia and AMD
graphics cards know the SPAN mode, which handles multiple
connected monitors as one big screen with differing absolute
mouse values across all screens. In other words, a dual-head
computer with two attached 1920 x 1200 monitors would
appear for the KVM switch as one computer with one
3840 x 1200 monitor.
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Black Box Glide and Switch Solutions
Freedom II KM Switches
The Black Box Freedom II KM Switches support Glide and
Switch-based switching between up to four or eight connected
systems. Apart from USB HID devices, Freedom II also
allows the switching of stereo audio and transparent USB 2.0
devices, like memory sticks or USB printers. Further, Freedom
II supports switching through keyboard commands, serial
interfaces, front-panel buttons and even external control
systems, such as Black Box Control Bridge™.
The PC’s USB keyboard and mouse interfaces connect directly
to the Freedom II. Or they can connect via a KVM extender,
such as Black Box Emerald™ SE Extenders, if signal extension
is required. Please discuss your individual setup with our
application experts to ensure optimal operation.
In multi-computer applications, it is often difficult for users
to see which computer they are using. To recognize which
computer and monitor connection is currently active, the
operator usually moves the mouse around until they see the
cursor on the screen. This is an imperfect and time-consuming
method of identification. To get better visibility, use our optional
10-port LED hub with the Freedom II. This hub features 10
LEDs that light up to indicate the active monitor and PC in your
Freedom setup. These LEDs mount easily on each monitor’s
bezel.
www.blackbox.com/freedom 
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TC Series Keyboard Mouse Switch
The Black Box TC Switch supports USB HID devices, like
keyboards, mice, touch screens, panels and similar pointing
or input devices. It reads the data from the connected USB
peripherals and mirrors this information one to one to the
connected CPU ports.
While switching between computers, the keyboard and mouse
set keeps the connection to all connected CPUs active. Thus,
switching between up to eight PCs is very reliable and fast. Use
the optional LEDs to quickly recognize which screen is active
and where the mouse cursor is.

DKM FXC KVM Matrix Switches
DKM is a high-performance KVM extension and matrix
switching system that supports analog and digital video up to
4K 60 and various peripheral signals, such as USB and serial. If
Glide and Switch is required in an application, DKM routes the
USB keyboard and mouse signals separately from the video
signals.
Glide and Switch is set up via the system’s admin menu or Java
configuration tool. The function is only supported on port one
to port four of the DKM chassis. It is vital to consider this when
planning the DKM system. With this solution, the active monitor
will be indicated by a red color stripe at the screen edge

www.blackbox.com/tcseries 
www.blackbox.com/dkm 
NIAP 3.0-Certified Secure KM Switches
Connecting peripherals to a PC introduces potential data
leakage and hacking risks. Black Box Secure KVM Switches are
designed for use in secure defense and intelligence applications
where sensitive data must be protected. They are NIAP PP 3.0
certified and equipped with the security features that meet
today’s Information Assurance safety control standards.
Black Box Secure KVM Switches allow users to switch between
up to four or eight isolated computers through a single user
console. Each computer keeps the direct monitor connection,
enabling the operator to monitor all systems simultaneously in
real time. The secure KM switches come with air-gap isolated
circuits that prevent data leakage, opto-isolated USB ports
that keep USB data paths electrically isolated from each other,
keyboard and internal cache wiping and many other features
designed to protect sensitive data.
www.blackbox.com/securekvm 
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